"THIS IS MY HOME,
THIS IS MY ONLY HOME,

THIS IS THE ONLY SACRED GROUND
THAT I HAVE EVER KNOWN"

DAVE CARTER, FROM "GENTLE ARMS OF EDEN"
Board greeting

Good evening and welcome to EARTH CHANT! This evening marks the final production of Aurora Chorus' eleventh concert season, and what an exciting season it has been! Some highlights include: two sold-out winter concert performances, three successful community events, a dedicated Aurora Board on target to meet organizational planning goals, and a robust fundraising campaign that is bringing us close to our year-end objective.

As I write, I am amazed at how the Aurora community has grown in commitment and number during this 2002-2003 season. Aurora is expanding in all directions, and it feels good! To the singers, who play an enormous role in producing and publicizing the concerts, to the Aurora Board, which provides organizational guidance and direction, and to those of you who have responded to our fundraising efforts with generous contributions, I offer my deepest gratitude.

To all of you who attend our concerts and "spread the word" about Aurora Chorus, you are part of the tremendous collaborative effort that makes Aurora the success she is. May your enjoyment of tonight's performance be enhanced by knowing that you play a vital role in the concert itself, as well as in our Aurora community.

Warmest Regards,
Sarah J. Stebbins, Ph.D.
Chair, Aurora Board of Directors

Director's greeting

Dear Friends

Thank you for joining us this evening. As I write, I am preoccupied with thoughts of war and peace. No matter how one views the actions taken by our country in recent weeks, we all must face the reality of the human capacity for destruction and violence. How does one respond?

"We pray that old lies will die; that visions will dance on the land, that we will learn a song to heal the Earth..."

The women of Aurora Chorus know the power of song. It replenishes our spirits every Thursday evening when we come together to rehearse. The songs of EARTH CHANT are especially powerful. They ask us to listen -- the Earth calls to us as Lover, Teacher, Provider and, above all, Spirit. Twelfth century mystic Hildegard of Bingen writes of the Spirit:

"You are the mighty way in which every thing that is in the heavens, on the earth, and under the earth, is penetrated with connectedness, is penetrated with relatedness."

The native peoples of North America understand this "relatedness" and know that whatever we do to the Earth, and to each other, we do to ourselves. It is important to remember this ancient wisdom. Tonight, Aurora Chorus is honored to welcome artist and poet Gail Tremblay as our special guest. We also thank elder Rod McAfee of the Akimel O'odham Nation for gracing us with an invocation at the start of our musical journey.

Ms. Tremblay writes:

"...love can change the world as sure as the magic in any steady song."

Believe this. Pray... Love... Sing.

Joan Szymko, Director
Aurora Chorus

1. from "Indian Singing" ©Gail Tremblay
About Aurora Chorus

Aurora Chorus honors the strength and beauty of women’s lives through the fine art of choral singing. The chorus demonstrates the uplifting and transformative power of music. Aurora sings peace — for ourselves, for our community, and for our planet.

Since 1992, Aurora Chorus has welcomed singers at all skill levels, and maintains a membership of over 100 singers from the Portland metropolitan area. Led by director Joan Szymko (SHIM-koh) Aurora has become a source of strength and inspiration in our community through finely crafted performances of music as rich and diverse as the lives of the women who sing. Aurora presents at least two major concerts each season and makes appearances at community outreach events throughout the year.

Aurora’s Web site is www.aurorachorus.org.

Recent Portland performances include:

- International Women’s Day (March 2003)
- Peace Rally (January 2003)
- Martin Luther King Day Celebration, Chiles Center (January 2003)
- “Deep Peace,” sold out winter concert (December 2002)
- “Celebrate Our Community,” 9/11 Commemoration (September 2002)
- “Full Circle” Tenth Anniversary Concert (May 2002)
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Ticket sales account for only a portion of the substantial costs for producing our programs. We gratefully acknowledge all who have contributed goods and services that enable our programs to be realized.

Please add your support by sending a TAX DEDUCTIBLE contribution to:

Aurora Chorus • P.O. Box 80312 • Portland, OR 97280-1312
Director

Joan Szymko, now in her ninth season as director of Aurora Chorus, has over twenty years of experience as a choral conductor, composer, teacher and performer in the Pacific Northwest. Throughout her career she has demonstrated an ongoing commitment to creating and presenting quality choral music for women's voices. As resident composer for the acclaimed DO JUMP! Movement Theater (1995-2001), Szymko performed with the company at home in Portland and on tour – including runs on Broadway, the Kennedy Center and the Geffen Playhouse in Los Angeles.

Szymko is emerging as a choral composer of renown, and her music is now being performed by choruses across the country. Her work was showcased most recently at the national convention of the American Choral Directors' Association in New York City last February. She has received funding from the Portland Regional Arts & Culture Council (2002), an Oregon Arts Commission Individual Artist Fellowship (2001) and was selected to participate in the ASCAP Foundation's prestigious Film Scoring Workshop in LA (2001).


Guest Artist

Gail Tremblay is an artist and poet whose works draw upon the traditional culture of her Native American Onondaga/Mi'kmaq heritage. Her poetry and art point to the "natural way" and the "web of light" that is life. Originally from the northeastern part of the continent, Tremblay's connection with the Pacific Northwest dates from the late 1960s. She currently teaches programs in the visual arts and creative writing at Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington.

Tremblay's works have been widely exhibited and anthologized, appearing in "Harper's Anthology of Twentieth Century Native American Poetry," "New Voices from the Longhouse," "Dancing on the Rim of the World," "Returning the Gift," and "Literature Around the Globe," among others. She has published three collections of poetry: "Night Gives Woman the Word" from F Limited Gallery, "Talking to the Grandfathers" from University of Nebraska, Omaha, and "Indian Singing" from Calyx Books (Corvallis, OR). A revised collection including new poetry and art, "Indian Singing" is a visionary quest, a work of hope that offers enduring lessons to accommodate change in our troubled times. Tremblay writes of her work:

"Indian Singing" is a book of poems about enduring in a confused world... In these poems, I am trying to speak of maintaining a conscious way of living on the Earth, a way that will not work toward creating the end of the world, but that talks of human beings adjusting to the constant change of the universe by finding ways to be in harmony with that change."
Women's Spirit Drum

The Women's Spirit Drum is a women's ceremonial drum that was birthed to give voice to women's ceremonial songs from all traditions. To indigenous peoples throughout the world, the drum represents the heartbeat of Mother Earth. As women, we are connected to the Mother and to all of Creation through our moon time, through the joy and pain of childbirth, and through the nurturing of both our children and our own creativity. The songs sung around the drum explore these aspects of being a woman. The Women's Spirit Drum honors the elders who have passed these songs on to us — may their teachings endure forever.

The Women’s Spirit Drum is led by Linda Neale. Tonight’s singers are: Sharon Roe, Linda Neale, Julia Good, Sandy Hise, Beverly Ford, Stacy Cohen, Barbara Kollmar, Yolanda Edwards and Lauri Shainski.

Linda Neale is a fourth generation Oregonian of English/Norwegian/Polish descent, raised with the reality of the Pacific Ocean, the Cascade Mountains and the High Desert in her backyard. Trained as a concert violinist, she graduated from Stanford University in psychology and spent her first three post-graduate years living and teaching on the Navajo Indian Reservation in Northern Arizona. Neale is a licensed marriage and family therapist in the state of Oregon. In 1991, she founded the Earth & Spirit Council, a non-profit educational organization which has as its mission “to help people re-establish their spiritual connection to the Earth and to engage ourselves and others in Earth-conscious living.”

Neale has participated in many indigenous ceremonies throughout North and South America, and has learned from her elders. In 1999, she became the first caretaker of the Women's Spirit Drum, and began singing indigenous women's ceremonial songs. Various medicine men and women have given her permission to teach their songs to others. Neale facilitates ceremonies throughout the Northwest and is currently writing a book with the working title “Reclaiming Ceremony.”

The Earth & Spirit Council is a volunteer organization of environmental and spiritual leaders, activists and concerned members of our community. At the heart of the Earth & Spirit Council is the belief that the spiritual dimension of life offers the greatest untapped reservoir of power, imagination and courage for meeting the challenge of the damaged Earth, calling humanity into a new relationship with the natural order. Our primary long-term goal is to facilitate a fundamental shift in the way people view and interact with the environment — to one which honors and respects the interconnection of all life. We believe that this change in perspective is essential for halting environmental destruction and alleviating the serious ecological and social problems we face.

Why is Ceremony Important?

By Linda Neale

If you ask people where they are most likely to have had a spiritual experience in their lives, they usually do not say sitting in front of a television, or at work, or in church. Most people talk about a personal experience with Nature, or a near-death experience, or an experience in some kind of ceremony.

What do we mean by “ceremony?” The word ceremony comes from the Latin caerimoniam, which means sacredness or a sacred rite. “Sacred” comes from sacre, to set apart or consecrate, and is related to words meaning both “sane” and “safe.” So, in ceremony we create a space, with much preparation and work, which is sacred, set apart from our everyday life, sane, and safe. In this sacred space, anything can happen. We may plan how it is going to be, but in real ceremony, another dimension opens and affects the best-laid plans. We create a sacred space by asking God, or the spirits, for help in creating our ceremony, and by saying thank you. If we ask for help in a respectful and humble way, we almost always get it. That is why ceremonies help people to experience a teaching rather than just read about it.

When learning occurs in this fashion, it becomes more than just an intellectual understanding; it is absorbed into one’s entire being. As Linda Palladin says in her book “Ceremonies for Change,” “ceremony gives us a way to channel our energy and focus our mental intent. This unique form of communication sets it apart from customary expression and embeds the message in the deeper levels of the mind.”
Program Notes

We begin tonight’s program with a Lakota Sioux Prayer, honoring Mother Earth and Father Sky, and calling to the Four Directions for guidance. Cherokee Morning Song is also sung to the four directions, with thankfulness for witnessing another morning; pop singer Rita Coolidge, of Cherokee descent, arranged and recorded this traditional song on her 1997 release, Walela. Cherokee artist and poet Jimmy Durham paints images of creatures, trees, plants, storms — all dancing in our next piece, Sky Dances. Roy Brown’s composition captures the essence of the dance where humans are just one of the dancers in the cosmos.

Poet Dar N’Var tells of a more individual relationship with the earth in The Earth is Singing My Name — “I heard the Earth calling my name... she sang to me a song of myself.” In Earth Chant, the relationship deepens; the earth is lover, pain bearer, counselor: “Can I love as you love? I ask of the water, rhythm of my desire.” The rhythms of the waters are the rhythms of Yemaya, the Orisha of the oceans. The oceans gave birth to life as we know it, and Yemaya is called “The Mother of the Orisha.” Stemming from the spiritual beliefs of the Yoruba of West Africa, Orisha are guardian spirits and aspects of the Supreme Being that are manifested in nature. Yoruban slaves carried their beliefs to the New World, and the chant we sing is Afro-Cuban, translating: “my Mother Yemaya Asegu is the owner of the waters.” The forces of nature are always calling to us. The results of listening to and heeding this call can be delightful, as in Julia Jumps, or deeply healing, as She Speaks to us in all manner of things.

After intermission we welcome special guest Gail Tremblay to the stage to read from her poetry. Her collection, “Indian Singing,” is “a book about finding ways to endure in a confused world. It celebrates cultures that understand the need for ceremony and that respect the Earth as the supporter of life.” (GT) Aurora Chorus returns to the stage singing Great Spirit, composed by chorus member Joan Andrews.

Oregon composer Ron Jeffers heard Ms. Tremblay read her poetry in the mid 1990s and was moved to create a work based on poems from Indian Singing. His masterful setting includes spoken as well as sung text. We are honored to have Gail Tremblay as our narrator.

Chief Seattle, also spelled Sealth, (1790-1866) was chief of the Duwamish, Suquamish and other Puget Sound tribes. The text of This We Know is thought to be from his famous speech of 1854. There are many versions of the speech, and the authenticity of the version that Joan Szymkic used for her setting has been debated. Whatever the source, the words are true to indigenous beliefs that “all things are connected — whatever we do to the web of life, we do to ourselves” — words that must be heeded for the sake of all life on earth.

The Earth is mother, the source of all life, and Adama, an Israeli folk song, joyfully and emphatically celebrates this fact. Dave Carter’s Gentle Arms of Eden says it another way: “This is my home, this is my only home, this is the only sacred ground that I have ever known.” We are but one species on the planet, but in a geological blink of the eye have wielded all manner of destruction upon the Earth’s ecosystems. We have been “filled with greed and will” and have turned a blind eye toward much of the defilement of our Mother Earth. Why Am I Painting the Livingroom? helps us laugh at ourselves — those of us who aren’t blind but retreat to our own little worlds, perhaps to avoid the feelings of powerlessness and grief that accompany the enormity of the struggle to create positive change. But really, how do we respond? What can we do? Gail Tremblay offers these words:

Together women struggle to remember how to live, nurture one another, and pray that life will fill their wombs, that men and women will come to Earth who know that breath is a sacred gift before the rising sun and love can change the world as sure as the magic in any steady song.

Aurora closes with two such steady songs. Ise Oluwa is a celebration song from Nigeria — “That which the creator has made can never be destroyed” — sung in Yoruba alongside the words of 12th century mystic, artist and theologian Hildegard of Bingen, who proclaims, “injustice to nature will cause hardships on humanity itself — for creation demands justice.” We end with a song of praise: “we sing, returning home to the Blue Green Hills of Earth.” Our only home.
In Dreams

In dreams, I dance all night around the drum; I pray on mountain tops at rising sun; hummingbirds resist the mountain wind, touch flower throats with narrow sticky tongues. The planet whirls and raptors soar and dive; creation wakes the wit; I am alive.

We pray that old lies will die; that visions will dance on land, that we will learn a song to heal the Earth and bless the four directions, the five colors of people and corn. That everyone, black, white, yellow, red, and mixed will see the sacred light that weaves creation into a dazzling pattern where life is supported by the interaction of every creature the force that created thinks of. We stand on the beach by the edge of the water and weep, let grief wash the madness away until we see the beauty in the sun.

Light wakes us up from life’s nightmare and we sing.

We Wake the Day

We wake; we wake the day, the light rising in us like the sun — our breath a prayer brushing against the feathers in our hands...

...Light dances in the body surrounds all living things — even the stones sing although their songs are infinitely slower than the ones we learn from trees. No human voice lasts long enough to make such music sound...

We wake; we wake the day, the light rising in us like the sun.

Dark Nights

On dark nights, when thoughts fly like nightbirds looking for prey, it is important to remember to bless with names every creature that comes to mind, to sing a thankful song and hold the magic of the whole creation close in the heart, to watch light dance and know the sacred is alive.

Sehia: rak remember it
Thó nonkwá that way
ionsasewé ’tsi go back there
nisewweienndó:ten. to your culture
Séhia: rak remember it
Nitesewehtahkwens your belief

On dark nights, when owls watch, their eyes gleaming in the black expanse of starless sky, it is important to gather the medicine bones, the eagle feathers, the tobacco bundles, the broided sweetgrass, the cedar, and the sage, and pray The world will heal and breath feed the plants that care for the nations keeping the circle whole.

Sehia: rak
Séhia: rak nitesewehtahkwens.
On dark nights, when those who think only of themselves conjure over stones and sing spells to feed their wills, it is important to give gifts and to love everything that shows itself as good. It is time to turn to the Great Mystery and know the Grandfathers have mercy on us that we may help the people to survive. ...

...On dark nights, the women whisper how they love, whisper how they gave and give until they have no more — the guilt of being empty breaks their hearts. They weep for sisters who have learned to hate, who have gone crazy and learned to hurt the fragile web that makes the people whole. Together women struggle to remember how to live, nurture one another, and pray that life will fill their wombs, that men and women will come to Earth who know that breath is a sacred gift before the rising sun and love can change the world as sure as the magic in any steady song.

Sehia: rak
Thó nonkwá ionsasewe’ tsí nisewweienndó:ten.
Séhia: rak nitesewehtahkwens.

Translations

CHEROKEE MORNING SONG

We n’ de ya ho I am of the Great Spirit, Ho!

YEMAYA

Yemaya Aseye
Yemala Alosú
My Mother Yemaya Aseye
Yemala Alosú
is the owner of the waters

ISE OLUWA

Yoruba

Ise oluwa
That which the creator has made
Kole boje ahh can never be destroyed

ADAMA

Hebrew

Ah adama O Earth
Bo-sh’fele in the low places
u-va-rama and in the heights
Bos-mera u-va-chama in the rain and in the sun
At iemen, adama You are our Mother, Earth
At admat kol chai You are the (blood) of all life
Ba-ye’o u-va-sama In hunger and in thirst
Ba-m’kar ha-n’shama in the source of the soul
At iemen, adama You are our Mother, Earth
At admat kol chai You are the (blood) of all life
Ah adama O Earth

Membership & Event Information

Want to sing with Aurora or plan ahead to hear our next concert?

Register to join or add your name to our mailing list to receive advance notice about future performances.

Sign up in the lobby!

For more information call 503-AURORA-1 or visit www.AuroraChorus.org
EARTH CHANT
SATURDAY, APRIL 19 - 4PM & 8PM

PRE-CONCERT MUSIC
WOMEN'S SPIRIT DRUM, LED BY LINDA NEALE
BLESSING
ELDER ROD MCAFEE, AKIMEL O'ODHAM TRIBE

AURORA CHORUS

Sioux Prayer
Cherokee Morning Song
Sky Dances
The Earth Is Singing My Name
Yemaya
Earth Chant
Julia Jumps
She Speaks

Joan Szymko
words, trad. Lakota
trad. arr. Rita Coolidge
additional arr. Szymko
Roy Brown
poem, Jimmy Durham
arr. Jennifer Stasack
Marjan Helms
poem, Dar N'var
trad. Afro-Cuban
arr. Szymko
Colleen Haas
vocal arr. Diane Benjamin
Harmony Grisman
Susan Osborn
arr. Szymko

INTERMISSION

INSTRUMENTALISTS

JUDY A. ROSE
PIANO, PERCUSSION
DALE TOLLIVER
CELLO
ALAN JUZA
OBODE
LINDA NEALE
HAND DRUM
KELLY MATHIS
PERCUSSION
JOE JANIGA
PERCUSSION
DAVE MULLANY
GUITAR
EILEEN HAGEN
ACCORDEON
CHRIS KOKESI
FIDDLE
AURORA CHORUS
WOMEN IN HARMONY FOR PEACE
JOAN SZYMKO, DIRECTOR

POETRY READING BY SPECIAL GUEST
GAIL TREMBLAY

AURORA CHORUS

Great Spirit

Indian Singing
1. In Dreams
2. We Wake the Day
3. Dark Nights

This We Know

Adama

Why Am I Painting the Livingroom?

Gentle Arms of Eden

Ise Oluwa Kole Baje Oh

Blue Green Hills of Earth

WOMEN’S SPIRIT DRUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WOMEN’S SPIRIT DRUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINDA NEALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACY COHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLANDA EDWARDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEVERLY FORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIA GOOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joan Andrews
based on trad. text

Ron Jeffers
Gail Tremblay

Joan Szymko

Isreali folk Song
arr. Szymko

Pete and Lou Berryman
arr. Jane Ramseyer Miller

Dave Carter
arr. Szymko

trad. Yoruba (Nigeria)
add. text, Hildegard of Bingen
translated by G. Uhlein

Kim Oler
arr. Carl Strommen
cello, oboe arr. Szymko

narrator: Gail Tremblay
HAND DRUM: Linda Neale

soloist: Lesley Sepetoski

soloists: Weisha Mize & Bonnie Singer

singer: Robin Sutherland
Are you moved...

TO SING WITH AURORA?
Aurora Chorus welcomes singers of all skill levels from the Portland metropolitan area. We are pleased to answer your questions, or to place you on our waiting list for next term!

TO HELP... BUT MAYBE NOT TO SING?
Aurora Chorus is always looking for volunteers to join our community of strength and inspiration, and to support our vision of "POWERFUL WOMEN SINGING PEACE." We have a place for you here!

TO LEARN ABOUT SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES?
Aurora Chorus is working to expand our reach into the community, and is seeking sponsors who support our vision. Would you like to contribute financially to the health of Aurora?

PLEASE CALL 503-AURORA-1 (503-287-6721) or E-MAIL info@aurorachorus.org

Full Circle

CELEBRATING A DECADE OF WOMEN SINGING PEACE.
Aurora Chorus comes "Full Circle" with a tenth anniversary CD recording of chorus and audience favorites, new favorites and featuring two powerful premieres, works commissioned especially for Aurora's tenth Anniversary: "I AM" by music director Joan Szymko and "A Circle of Women Singing" by our very first guest artist, Betsy Rose. Add this very joyous and heartfelt celebration to your CD library or give the perfect gift!

GET YOURS NOW! — IN THE LOBBY OR ONLINE @ WWW.AURORACHORUS.ORG

HANDMADE TRUFFLES

Courvoisier • Bourbon • Pean • Dark • Hazelnut

ALL NUTS • NO NUTS • LIQUEURS

Grand Marnier • Courvoisier • Bourbon • Pean • Dark

NONALCOHOLIC • BOXED • SINGLES

Kahlua • Amaretto • Grand Marnier • Courvoisier

IN LOBBY • EAT NOW • TAKE HOME

Peanut Butter • Framboise • Kahlua • Amaretto • Grand
Aurora Chorus: women in harmony for peace
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and others who volunteered after the print deadline.

Women's Spirit Drum
- Linda Neale, leader
- Stac Coy
- Yolanda Edwards
- Beverly Ford
- Julia Good
- Sandy Hise
- Barbara Kallmar
- Sharon Roe
- Lauri Shainski
Specializing in:
Measure 11
Juvenile Crime
Family Law
Personal Injury

Oregon and Washington
State and Federal

Does It Matter
Where You Shop?

Ever ask yourself: Who made this? Who benefits? Who cares?

From jewelry to musical instruments to handmade pieces for the home, all of our items are made by fairly paid artisans in developing countries. Stop by our non-profit shop on Hawthorne, and know that where you shop can make a difference.

Specializing in:
Measure 11
Juvenile Crime
Family Law
Personal Injury

Oregon and Washington
State and Federal

The Earth and Spirit Council invites you to join our monthly series The Natural Way: Indigenous Voices which focuses on earth healing and spiritual growth.

April 10
MINERVA SOUCIE
Burns-Paiute elder, traditional basketweaver, historian, and author.

May 15
MICHAEL MEADE
Renowned storyteller, author, scholar of mythology and student of ritual in traditional cultures.

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Multi-Cultural Center, Room 228 Smith Center
SW Broadway and Harrison
7 - 9 pm
$10-20 donation requested to support the elders

www.earthandspirit.org • 503-452-4483
Fresh Flowers – The Perfect Gift for Mother’s Day

Send the FTD Spring Garden Bouquet for Mothers’ Day Sunday, May 11
This delightful combination of natural beauty and artistic design – The FTD Spring Garden Bouquet – is an enchanting arrangement created exclusively for Mother’s Day. Fresh garden flowers are in delicate shades of pink and white to coordinate with the charming, handpainted planter. A perfect gift for Mom. From $35-$40

FTD

Magician’s Stone Pendants
The energy of these wonderful pendants produce a feeling of being centered and connected with Source and the Earth, bringing the nourishing flow of energy from the four directions. $99-285

M-Th & Sat 10-9 • Fri 10-9:30 • Sun 10-6
1338 NW 23rd AV • 503-224-4929
www.newrenbooks.com

Resources for Conscious Living

A ALL-PRO
MOBILE ULTRASONIC BLIND CLEANING
MINI BLINDS – PLEATED SHADES – VERTICALS – DUETTES
CLEANED ON SITE AT YOUR LOCATION
REPAIRS & BLIND INSTALLATIONS
Ryan King / Randy Cannon
503-351-4187
allproblinds@aimail.com

HALO SALON
2000 NE SANDY BOULEVARD
PORTLAND, OR 97232
TELEPHONE 503.236.4520
FAX 503.236.8341

SALON
VIVACE
503.287.9300
4515 NE FREMONT

MEN’S & WOMEN’S HAIRCUTS
TOP COLORIST: MANICURES: NAIL EXTENSIONS
MASSAGE: WAXING: FACIALS: PEDICURES

Show your love with these beautiful gifts this Mother's Day!
Portland Gay Men’s Chorus presents

Wings to Fly

With special guests: Aurora Chorus

Saturday, June 21, 2003 @ 8 p.m.
Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall

Ticket Prices: $20/$15/$12
To purchase tickets contact the PGMC Office at 503-226-2588 or visit us online at www.pdxgmc.org

Yoga Spirit
Integrating body, mind, and spirit
- Yoga for healing body and soul
- Discover inner joy and peace
- A contemplative and gentle practice
- Yoga and meditation classes

Belle Mann, Ph.D., RYT (503)227-8635
A private studio in a beautiful setting

CEDAR MOUNTAIN DRUMS
Kim & J. Patrick Pinson
patrick@cedarmtndrums.com
kim@cedarmtndrums.com
(503)235-6345
Fax (503) 230-0843
www.cedarmtndrums.com
2237 E. BURNSIDE
PORTLAND, OREGON 97214-1653

GRANDMA’S BOOK LETTER
Kaye J. Exo
Grandma/Editor
503-284-3971
kxo@hevanet.com
P.O. Box 3797
Portland, OR 97208-3797

Yoga and meditation classes

Be/lie/Mann, Ph.D., RYT (503)227-8635
A private studio in a beautiful setting

Dr. Ann E. Wilson
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN
ALAMEDA FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
4410 NE FREMONT ST. PORTLAND, OR 97213
TEL: (503) 249-0114  FAX: (503) 249-5638
EMAIL: DRANNEWD@CS.COM
EXCELLENCE IN NATURAL HEALTHCARE
Consumer Choice Award
Providence St. Vincent Medical Center
National Research Corporation, 2002

100 Top Cardiovascular Hospitals
Providence Portland Medical Center
Solucient, 2002

100 Top Hospitals
Providence Milwaukie Hospital
Solucient, 2002

Providence Health System
A caring difference you can feel

For more information, call the Providence Resource Line at 503-216-6595
or visit www.providence.org/oregon

Naturopathic Medicine
Environmental Detox
Homeopathy  Botanicals

Dr. Kelly M. Fitzpatrick
at
Sacred Medicine
503-235-6589
receive 20% off your first visit when you mention this ad

Stillpoint
An Osteopathic Health Center

PAUL S. MILLER, D.O.
Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
Board Certified in
Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine

3701 Carman Drive
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
503-635-6555
Fax 503-635-6557

SUPPORTING AURORA CHORUS
In Harmony for Peace

RACHEL BROOKS, MD
503.232.4780
214 SE 14th Ave, Portland
Specializing in Cranial Osteopathy

PEARL NATURAL HEALTH
Gary Weiner, N.D.
NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN  •  HOMEOPATHY
Ellen Goldsmith, L.Ac., L.M.T.
ACUPUNCTURE  •  CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE  •  SHIATSU

Pearl Natural Health
1616 SE Ankeny Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
PHONE 503-230-8973
FAX 503-230-8978
EMAIL: pearlhealth@aol.com
New Whole Grain Mill Outlet Store, Bakery Deli and Cooking School

Opening Late Summer 2003

Our New Outlet Store Will Be A Destination and Shopping Experience Extraordinaire. Watch For It.

Bob's Red Mill

Aurora Chorus thanks all our advertisers for your ongoing support of women singing peace.

LAW OFFICE OF PHIL GOLDSMITH

ATTORNEYS PHIL GOLDSMITH AND HOPE DEL CARLO REPRESENTING PLAINTIFFS IN CLASS ACTIONS AND DISPUTES WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

KOIN CENTER
222 SW Columbia, Suite 1200
PORTLAND, OREGON 97201

TEL: 503/224-2301  FAX: 503/222-7288
WHAT IS VALUED MORE, THE BOWL OR ITS CONTENTS?

answer: BOTH

NOW SERVING BOTH FORM AND FUNCTION

Don’t miss the opportunity to support PEACE through music. Advertise YOUR business in the Aurora Chorus 2003-2004 season concert programs. Call now for season rates 503.AURORA-1

KATLIN SMITH, APR
Principal
101 East Eighth Street, Suite 325E
Vancouver, Washington 98660
T: 360.699.7234  F: 360.699.7378
katlin@kscommunications.biz
www.kscommunications.biz

KATLIN SMITH COMMUNICATIONS
Public Relations • Writing & Editing • Public Involvement
Let Celia and Terri make your home dreams a reality

Celia J. Lyon
Diamond & Platinum Member of the Million Dollar Club

Terri Popejoy
Diamond Member of the Million Dollar Club

Commitment ▶ Integrity ▶ Loyalty ▶ Honesty
Top producers in sales and listings,
serving our community with pride & professionalism
Toll Free: 888-865-SELL (7355)

Celia
(503) 260-6231
email: Celialyon@aol.com

Terri
(503) 330-0400
email: TPopejoy@aol.com
Satori Men's Chorus is a multi-level group of men singing and creating community through music. Satori is under the artistic direction of Ray Elliott.

Hear us sing "From Sea to Seal" on Saturday, May 3rd at 8:00 pm & Sunday, May 4th at 7:00 pm, Community Music Center, 3350 SE Francis, Portland.

Try us out as we start rehearsals for our 10th Anniversary Concert, "Breaths," to be held Saturday, Nov. 8th and Sunday Nov. 9th, 2003. Rehearsals begin Aug. 27th on Wednesdays, 7:00 pm - 9:30 pm at 1244 NE 39th (easy access from MAX).

For more information, visit: http://www.satorichorus.org or call: 503-299-4454

Men Singing Peace

Satori
Injured?
...Call me

Hala Gores, P.C.
Attorney at Law

Free Consultation
No Fee Unless You Recover
(503) 295-1940

12th Floor, 621 SW Morrison
Portland

Portland Area Business Association
Association of Trial Lawyers of America
Oregon State Bar and US District Court
Oregon Trial Lawyers Association
Multnomah Bar Association Equality Committee
Owen M. Planner America Inn of Court

My Practice Emphasizes Serious Injury and Wrongful Death Cases Arising From:

- Medical Malpractice
- Wrongful Death
- Auto & Motorcycle Accidents
- Bicycle & Pedestrian Accidents
- Defective Products
- Insurance Claims

You Deserve Full Compensation for:

- Pain & Suffering
- Medical Expenses
- Lost Earnings
- Property Damage
- Car Rental

Proudly Serving Our Community Since 1989

www.GoresLaw.com